
Our 2008 AEJMC conference  
is fast-approaching and I want us all to begin 
thinking of and preparing for paper submissions 
to the Advertising Division. As you may remember, 
we had a record or near record number of paper 
submissions for last year’s conference in Washington, 
DC. Let’s continue this upward trajectory and make 
the 2008 Chicago conference even better. 

In December, we began our efforts to make the 
upcoming conference one of the best ever. The 
Midwinter meeting and “chip auction” in St. Louis 
was a lot of fun and a big success. We were able to 
land some good times for our panels and research 
paper sessions. Also noteworthy, a number of past 
and present leaders of AEJMC gathered at the 
Midwinter meeting for a two-day ideation session 
designed to assist AEJMC develop a strategic plan. 
The organization has asked each division or interest 
group to examine its specific area and determine how 
it plans to respond and adapt to remain viable in this 
age of constant change. This information provided by 
each division/interest group will be used to develop 
a report that will published by the AEJMC in 2009 
entitled “Transformation of the Discipline,” and will 
ultimately help transform the organization and shape 
the future of the AEJMC.  

One area important to the future of the AEJMC 
is the issue of diversity.  In the recent AEJMC 
newsletter, President Charles Self said he was 
surprised that issues of race and ethnic diversity 
received such little attention during the strategic 
planning meeting, but he expects AEJMC will 
eventually provide leadership in this area in the near 
future. I want to take a second to commend the 
Advertising Division for being a leader in this area. 

For example, 
both our 
membership and 
our executive 
committee 
are ethnically 
diverse.  In 
fact, the last three Heads of the Division have been 
ethnic minorities. Additionally, our panel and 
research papers reflect a vast degree of ethnic and 
racial diversity - from paper topics, presenters, and 
reviewers to our workshops and session attendees. We 
just don’t talk about diversity, we do diversity. 

With that said, please submit a paper to one of 
the five paper topic areas: teaching, research, student, 
special topics, or PF&R. It should be noted that any 
paper that is co-authored with a student is NOT 
considered a student paper, despite the order of the 
authors. So when papers are submitted to the student 
paper competition, please make sure that there are 
only student authors on the papers. 

Have a wonderful semester/quarter and remember 
to use the online submission process to submit your 
paper(s) to the Advertising Division by April 1st.

Cheers, 
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Osei

by OSEI APPIAH 
Head/Ad Division 2007 - 2008

I look forward to an outstanding 2008!
“Happy New Year

"

AEJMC Chicago Logo Competition Winner:  Tiffany Matthews, Middle Tennessee State
Faculty Sponsors:  Edward Applegate and Randy Livingston
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As the vice head/program chair, I have the opportunity 
to serve our division in its programming for the 2008 
annual convention in Chicago. I am happy to report that 
we received seven panel proposals from our division’s 
members. Let me take this opportunity to thank all 
the authors for contributing their wonderful ideas and 
crafting those proposals, and congratulate those whose 
proposals have been accepted at the 2007 AEJMC Winter 
Meeting in St. Louis. It is a pity that not all good panel 
proposals were accepted because the “co-sponsorship” 
needed could not be found for some proposals from other 
divisions or interest groups; Osei Appiah and I tried very 
hard before and during the winter meeting.

Speaking of winter meetings, they probably give 
everyone who has served as the head or vice head/
program chair of a division in the AEJMC some of the 
most memorable experiences—all because of their “chip 
auctions.” No wonder in the handout on how to survive 
convention programming, this session of the Council of 
Divisions was described as “an endurance contest, a chess 
game, a war.”

Osei and I survived it! With two of the seven chips 
allocated to our division, we will co-sponsor four 
excellent advertising-related panels. In the meantime, 
we secured a total of eight various sessions for research 
papers. With three other divisions, we will co-sponsor 
one joint poster session (which cost each co-sponsor 
half a chip and will feature up to 20 research papers for 
each participating division). With another half chip, we 
secured a time slot for one high-density research paper, 
which may accommodate up to 10 research papers. 
AEJMC does not require co-sponsorship for this session. 
With the remaining four chips, we successfully bid 
time slots for six refereed paper sessions (according to 

AEJMC programming rules, the first four sole-sponsored 
referred paper sessions cost half a chip each; after these 
four sessions, each sole-sponsored paper session costs 
a full chip.). We also secured the time slots needed for 
our division’s other traditional but “chip-free” sessions at 
the convention. They include our proud one-day pre-
convention teaching workshop, one scholar-to-scholar 
research paper session, one off-site tour, one members’ 
meeting, one off-site divisional social, and two executive 
committee meetings (one for outgoing officers, the other 
for incoming officers). 

When this nearly four-hour “chip auction” was over, 
Osei and I took a deep breath and posed for the snapshot 
carried in this newsletter—we could happily report that 
we secured all the time slots for the same amount of 
sessions our division had at the 2007 convention. But 
next year, “chips” would be more in short supply for our 
division because we will lose half a chip due to AEJMC 
convention chip reduction rotation for all divisions and 
interest groups.

Now, I am sure you want to know what four panels our 
division will co-sponsor at the Chicago convention; let me 
quickly highlight here:  

• “Mars and Venus in the Advertising Universe: 
How Working Together Can Work?” is a PF&R panel 
to be co-sponsored with the Commission for the Status 
of Women. The panel “will focus on women in the 
advertising industry, especially in creative departments.” 
It “will take advantage of professionals from several 
advertising agencies” in Chicago. Questions to be 
addressed on the panel include “why there are so few 
women in advertising creative departments and what steps 
might help change this.” 

LookIng BACk at the “Chip Auction”  
and LookIng FoRWARd  to our Panels

osei Appiah and Hong Cheng at the Council of divisions Convention Planning Session of the 2007 AEJMC Winter Meeting in St. Louis

by Hong Cheng

(con’t on page 3)
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2007-2008 AD DIVISION 
ExECUTIVE COMMITTEE   
MEMBERS

• “New Books in Advertising and Public Relations: Meet the Authors” is a 
research panel to be co-sponsored with the Public Relations Division. To host 
“some of the top advertising and public relations scholars in the country,” 
this panel will be an excellent opportunity for the audience to “learn about 
the topics [of those authors] and gain insight into the process of writing and 
publishing academic books in the field of advertising and public relations.”

• “International Practitioners Who Have Made Pioneering Contributions 
to Advertising and Public Relations Education” is a teaching panel to be co-
sponsored with the Public Relations Division. As an endeavor to “bring 
the academic discipline and the professional practice together,” this panel 
is to “explore a new area—the legacy and effect that key international 
practitioners have had on advertising and public relations education, and by 
extension, practice today.”

• “Presidential Elections and the Press” (title to be revised) is a research 
panel to be co-sponsored with the History Division. Timely as it is obviously 
with the 2008 presidential race becoming more intense by the summer, this 
panel will also provide a solid historical perspective on presidential elections, 
including political advertising. It is the first time, as far as Osei and I know, 
that our division has the History Division as a co-sponsor.

With the “chip auction” behind and the Chicago convention ahead, I 
cannot wait to go to the Windy City. The convention will be held from 
Tuesday, August 5 through Saturday, August 9. Please take a look at our 
division’s Call for Papers (also available in this newsletter), and plan early for 
the convention. I look forward to seeing you there!

Last year, a surprising number of scholars submitted alternative 
research at the AEJMC 2007 Convention. Included were a review 
of empirical studies on the effects of music on advertising, an 
assessment of USA Today versus Advertising Age on Super Bowl ads, 
and the value of a socio-cultural model when considering a general 
theory of creativity.

The open nature of the Special Topics call gives rise to many new 
and different discussions, such as a visual history of women’s images 
in advertising in Singapore, a vigorous argument in favor of political 
attack ads, and a case study of political advocacy advertising. Even 
the names of the papers themselves are open to exploration, as in 
the case of “Cathy’s Book: If Found Call (650) 266-8233: This Is Not 
a Game”.

As the paper call states, Special Topics is the place for pioneering 
subjects, methods, and presentations. New approaches, innovation, 
and creativity are encouraged: (almost) anything goes, as long as 
your research is about advertising or advertising education.

It’s a brave new world in advertising today; Special Topics is your 
chance to look at it with brave new research.

• Have you ever had a great idea but didn’t know what to do with it?  
• Does your research stream sometimes baffle your colleagues?  
• Do you experiment with new ways to investigate advertising? 
If so, there’s a place for you:  
SPECIAL TOPICS
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How to save trees  
using the online  
paper submission site
by Frauke Hachtmann

Going Green 
––––––

The Ad Division is doing its part to contribute to the 
“green” wave in advertising. For the second year in a row, 
competitive papers are only going to be accepted when 
they are submitted electronically through the All Aca-
demic Web site.

Despite a few minor glitches, last year’s inaugural online 
submission system was very successful in keeping track of 
papers, lining up reviewers, and making reviews available 
to authors more quickly. This year, the process can be even 
smoother, if you remember just a few simple steps when 
submitting your paper:
 
• Your paper should be consistent with the style and format 
found in leading publications such as Journalism & Mass 
Communication Quarterly or the Journal of Advertising. It 
should not exceed 30 pages including all notes, references, 
tables and figures.
 
• When formatting your paper, include the title on the first 
page of the text and on running heads on each page and 
the title page. Do not include a cover page with your name 
& affiliation and also do not include the author’s name on 
running heads.
 
• Remove identifying information from your paper before 
submitting it.
 
• Go to www.aejmc.org/08convention and register for an 
account. Fill out the online submission form, including the 

author’s name, affiliation, mailing address, telephone num-
ber, and email address.
 
• After removing all personal information from your paper, 
save it as a Word, WordPerfect, or PDF file.
 
• Upload the paper to the group appropriate to the paper’s 
topic by 11:59 p.m. (CDT) on Tuesday, April 1, 2008. Also, 
upload an abstract of no more than 75 words. You will re-
ceive an automatic receipt via email if the file was uploaded 
correctly.

 
     As always, papers submitted should not have been 
presented at other conventions or have been published else-
where. Papers co-authored by faculty and student(s) cannot 
compete in the student competition and should instead be 
submitted to the faculty research competition. After a paper 
has been accepted for presentation, the author(s) should 
revise it based on the reviewers’ comments and email/send it 
to the session discussant prior to the conference. Papers may 
be submitted for publication in journals after presentation 
at the AEJMC convention.

We are expecting a record number of papers to be sub-
mitted via this easy-to-use online system, which means that 
we are always looking for reviewers who are committed to 
giving quality feedback to the authors. If you are interested 
in serving as a reviewer for this year’s competition, please 
send an email to Frauke Hachtmann, Research Chair, at 
fhachtmann1@unl.edu.
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She hired a multiracial cast to reflect Cleveland’s 
diversity, but the client representative, after seeing the 
black actors at the taping, “had a fit and wanted them off 
the set.” Lorraine refused. After several tense moments, he 
relented. “O.K.,” he allowed, “they can push the shopping 
carts around in the back, but make sure they don’t touch 
the food.” So Lorraine filmed the commercial with the 
black actors in the back of the scene and not touching 
any of the products—quietly pretending that they were 
not there.

Lorraine risked losing the account when she openly 
confronted the representative’s prejudice. Advertising 
is a service business. Agencies exist to meet the needs 
of clients and those clients have complete power over 
where their advertising dollars go. That Lorraine, a 
white woman, took this stand was due in part to the 
hard work of numerous African Americans in the 
advertising and media industries. Over the course of 
several decades, these men and women stood up to 
the negative and denigrating treatment by advertising 
agencies and American corporations, and their hard work 
helped make the black consumer market visible. As this 
examination of the advertising industry shows, too few 
others acted with Lorraine’s courage to include blacks in 
advertisements—or as employees in advertising agencies. 
Yet it was only through this sort of pressure that the 
advertising industry ever changed at all. 

The struggle of African Americans for inclusion in the 
advertising industry is the central concern of this book: 
it connects the growing visibility of African Americans 
in advertisements with the increasing presence and hard 
work of African American advertising professionals. 
African Americans, both inside and outside the 

advertising 
industry, 

viewed 
advertising as an 
employment and financial 
opportunity and as a mechanism to effect cultural 
change in both the white and black communities. They 
actively engaged in defining the black consumer both 
for potential clients and for blacks themselves. They used 
advertising not only to promote images of consumption 
but also, within the advertisements, to promote positive 
images of black life and culture, from family life and 
academic achievement to religion and community.

Until now, most works on the history of African 
Americans in advertising have focused on the depiction 
of blacks in advertisements. In contrast, as the first 
comprehensive examination of African American 
participation in the industry, Madison Avenue and 
the Color Line breaks new ground by examining the 
history of black advertising employees and agency 
owners. Through an extensive review of advertising trade 
journals, government documents, advertisements, and 
organizational papers, as well as personal interviews, 
this book weaves individual biographies together with 
broader events in U.S. history to illustrate how blacks 
struggled to bring racial diversity to the professional 
ranks of the advertising industry. Thus this book is 
appropriate for both graduate and undergraduate 
advertising courses that focus on: introductory 
topics, examinations of diversity in the industry or 
advertisements, advertising history, consumer culture, 
and/or advertising and society courses.

MADISON AVENUE AND  
the Color Line:  

AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THE  
ADVERTISING INDUSTRY

by Jason Chambers

In the early 1990s, Kay Lorraine, 
a Chicago-based advertising 

producer, assembled a cast and 
crew on location to film 

a commercial for a 
Cleveland grocery chain.... 
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As chair of the Advertising Division’s PF&R Research 
Committee this year, I’ve been thinking a lot about 
professional responsibility. That is, the industry’s obligation 
to practice advertising in a responsible and ethical way. For 
those of us who teach mass communications, it is hard not 
to be keenly aware of mediated messages and their effect, 
not only on ourselves, but on the people around us. Because 
I’m the mother of a three-year-old (Helen), I’m especially 
concerned about the images she sees on television. 

All of these factors came together over Christmas break, 
when Helen made this strange comment about women’s 
underwear. She told me that not only do moms wear bras, 
but so do cheerleaders. Cheerleaders?  That was a strange 
thing for her to say, I thought to myself. Where did she see 
a cheerleader? In a bra?  Then I realized that the NFL had 
been blaring on our television incessantly for days. The 
cheerleaders’ uniforms sure look like bras - quite fancy 
ones at that! The pictures on television of beautiful young 
women dancing before huge crowds in their underwear 
obviously caught Helen’s attention.

Of course, anecdotal evidence such as my story above 
does not provide a sound argument for or against the 
television industry’s decision to show scantily clad women 
during daytime, holiday television. I suppose the answer at 
my house is to turn off the football, a recommendation I 
personally embrace, though my husband may not agree. 

Turning off the television may be a practical solution, 
but it does not answer the larger question of the 
responsibility the media have toward children in society. In 
the graduate course that I teach, Process & Effects in Mass 
Communication, my students extensively debate media 
effects and study the literature dealing with the topic. Much 
has been researched and written over the decades exploring 
the impact of television on children, going back to Wilbur 
Schramm’s comprehensive studies, which he reported in 
the book Television in the Lives of our Children (Stanford 
Press, 1961). However, many of the questions are yet 
unanswered.  Much more could be discovered and discussed 
about how children use television, both the programs and 
the commercials, and what impact it has on them. It is a 
question that continues to haunt parents in the 21st century 
and one that I encourage my students to explore.

If you are investigating this issue or related topics such as 
sexual images in advertising, the impact of ads on children 
or how women are portrayed in advertising, you should 
consider submitting your work to the Professional Freedom 
and Responsibility research paper session at the AEJMC 
Convention. Papers of any methodological approach 
dealing with five broad areas: Free expression; ethics; media 
criticism and accountability; race, gender and cultural 
inclusiveness; and/or, public service are appropriate for 
PF&R. To have your work considered for the Ad Division’s 
PF&R session, send it to me, Jami Fullerton, Oklahoma 
State University, 700 N. Greenwood Avenue, Tulsa, OK 
74106. Papers will be blind reviewed and selected for 
presentation at the AEJMC Convention in August.

What my 3-year old learned from TV this Christmas 
AND OTHER TOPICS APPROPRIATE FOR THE  

PF&R PAPER SESSION
by Jami Fullerton (reprinted from Ad news letter, January 2005)

‘Second City’  
is first in
things  
to do

Chicago, the city 
by the lake, is 
the host of the 
2008 AEJMC 
Convention, and 
attendees will 
be at no loss for 
activities from 
which to choose. 
Take a tour of the 
city by boat cruise, 
trolley, or bike, but 
don’t forget the 
camera because 
there is a good deal 

to see. Some of the best places to visit in Chicago are 
free. The Chicago Cultural Center is touted as having 
the most comprehensive free arts showcases in the 
United States. The Lincoln Park Zoo is home to more 
than 1,000 mammals, reptiles and birds and features 
a children’s zoo for kids of all ages. As one of the 
largest gardens under glass in the nation, the Garfield 
Park Conservatory features indoor and outdoor 
gardens to walk.

For the price of admission, conventioneers can 
take in exhibits at the Field Museum, home to Sue, 
the largest and most complete T. Rex ever found, or 
the Shedd Aquarium which features 22,000 aquatic 
animals from around the world. Those with a shopper’s 
appetite can walk Chicago’s Magnificent Mile to go 
to some of the finest retail shops the city has to offer. 
Baseball fans can take a short trip north (or south) The 
Loop, Chicago’s public transportation system, to see 
one of Chi-town’s world-renown baseball teams – the 
Chicago Cubs or the Chicago White Sox. 

Speaking of appetite, Chicago is home of the 
authentic deep dish pizza and is also famous for a 
variety of several highly-rated restaurants, including 
Harry Caray’s Italian Steakhouse, Mike Ditka’s 
Restaurant, and Michael Jordan’s one sixtyblue. At 
the end of a day of panel sessions, the city’s bustling 
Downtown Theater District offers the chance to catch 
a live-theater production of some of Broadway’s hottest 
shows in the heart of downtown. Otherwise, end the 
day on a lighter note at Chicago’s famous Second City 
comedy theater or go hear live blues or jazz at one of 
the city’s night life stops. Whether it is a slow walk 
along Lake Michigan or a cool sundae at Navy Pier, the 
Windy City offers a little something for everyone.   
See you there!

by Cynthia R. Morton
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Graduate and undergraduate students are 
encouraged to submit original research 
that examines any advertising-related topic. 
Author(s) of the top student paper 
will receive a cash award 
and be recognized at the 
Chicago Convention. The 
top student paper will be 
acknowledged as making 
the most substantial 
contribution to the 
substance or method 
on a topic related to 
advertising theory, 
practice or education. 

All submissions 
must be 

authored and/or co-authored by individuals 
enrolled as a student during the 2007-2008 
academic year. Submissions co-authored 
with faculty will not be accepted. Individuals 
who have both faculty and student status are 
asked to submit as faculty to one of the other 
areas within the Advertising division. Faculty, 
please encourage your students to submit 
their research to the Ad Division!

Any theoretical orientations and 
methodological approaches appropriate 
to the research are welcome. The style 
and format of the paper should conform to 
those in Journalism & Mass Communication 
Quarterly or the Journal of Advertising. 
Papers should not exceed 30 pages in 
length, including all notes, references, tables 
and figures. 

Send your submission via the link on 
the AEJMC website: www.aejmc.org/08 
convention. For questions please contact 
Bobbi Kay Hooper, Student Paper Chair, 
Oklahoma State University. E-mail: bobbikay.
hooper@okstate.edu. Tel: (405) 744-2970.

cash  
rewards  
possible.

student  
papers  

wanted. 

 
Some of us help build new curricula. Some help new 
professors learn the ropes. We often experiment with new 
techniques, enjoy successes and learn from our mistakes. 
Teaching is so vital to the work that we do. So, it makes 
sense that some terrific scholarship on the topic holds the 
potential to benefit us all. We want to know what youve 
learned about teaching.

Need some help developing ideas for research about 
teaching advertising courses? The AEJMC Teaching 
Committees mission statement identifies some interesting 
places to start. Some are more intuitive than others, but 
all are potentially rich subject areas in relationship to our 
field:
• balancing liberal arts and professional training
• incorporating international perspectives in curriculum
• facilitating and leveraging diversity in the classroom
• adapting teaching in response to new technology
•  integrating other disciplines with the teaching of 
advertising
• motivating students using innovative strategies
• designing unique facilities / environments / workspaces 
for learning

 
• leveraging field experiences to enrich teaching
• creating new assessment methods to evaluate learning
 As you can see, the opportunities for research that 
examines the teaching of advertising are broad and 
relevant in ways that perhaps you hadn’ t previously 
considered. There are so many great teachers within our 
discipline whose expertise and intellectual curiosity could 
offer a lasting contribution. Are you one of them?

We’re looking for experimental designs, case studies, 
qualitative pieces whatever methods that are most 
appropriate for answering your research questions and 
describing your findings to your colleagues. If youre 
kicking around an idea for a paper thats focused on 
teaching and are wondering if it has merit, feel free 
to contact the Teaching Papers chair, Glenn Griffin 
(wgriffin@smu.edu) for feedback. The Ad Division’s 
Executive Committee wants to see more submissions in 
this category for 2008!

Teach us all  
a Thing or2
by Glenn Griffin

Most of us spend a great deal of our time and 
energy preparing lectures and assignments, 

grading papers, mentoring students and regularly 
updating our courses. 
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Bob Dylan sang it in 1964 during advertising’s 
Creative Revolution, but there’s a lot still changing 
today in advertising. The 2008 Advertising Division’s 
Teaching Workshop will be our dozenth year (so much 
more fun than 12th) for this popular event, which will 
be held on Tuesday, August 5.

We continue to read about the changes in the 
industry and can’t help but think about how these 
changes will affect how we teach the next generation 
of advertising professionals. At the 2007 meeting 
AEJMC President Charles Self charged each division/
interest group to present a “State of the Industry” 
report. Seems the right time to talk about the state of 
advertising education.

     THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’
TEACHING WORKSHOP  
FOCUSES ON TEACHING  

IN THE AGE OF  
ADVERTISING  

CHANGE

This workshop is for you — the Advertising 
Division members — so we want to hear from you. 
What do you want to know about? How have 
changes in the ad biz affected what you do in the 
classroom? What challenges do you face? Are there 
best practices that could be adopted? What are 
the success stories to tell? We want your ideas. We 
plan once again to bring in ad pros from a Chicago 
agency for the morning and you’ll share your ideas 
during the afternoon sessions.

Send your proposals to Sheri Broyles at sbroyles@
unt.edu by February 22. And remember, like in 
brainstorming, there are no bad ideas. 

For your proposal, please include:
 •   A working title 
 •    Brief synopsis (your pitch) of what the  

           session  would be about 
 •    Why you think this would be a good  

           presentation  for the  teaching workshop 
 •    Suggestions on who might participate/present 
 •    Contact information, including e-mail, for the  

           primary person for the presentation

Happy teaching this semester. Then we’ll see you 
in Chicago on August 5.


